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'' ... if you-are enrolled in Barbri, or considering
it ... RUN~ .. RUN LIKE THE WIND.''-scottLinden
To:
From:

All Future Bar Applicants
Scott H. Linden, J.D.

Dear GentlePersons:
Recently, actually twice to be exact, l took the Barbri "Do it Once, Do It Right and Never Do it Again"
course and found that .. . td be blunt. .. [ am now happily enrolled in West Bar Review.
My Barbri adventure began soon after l graduated with their wonderfully easy and quite useless Gilbert 6Day review. Well, at least the multistate book that cost extra had some questions that approached the difficulty of
the true M.B.E. questi9,ns. Overall, Barbri left me totally unprepare_d for ~he MBEs.
Next was the d.ry lectures with professors that would leave the minute they were over and were never to ~e
seen from, or met with, again. Or was \t the essay portion,where the only comments were either "bad" or "good"
with no further explanation? Regardless, I guess my point is fairly clear ... if you _are enrolled in Barbri, or
considering it. .. RUN ... RUN LIKE THE WIND.
Now Barbri wasn't all ·bad, they had clean bathrooms, sometimes. And you could occasionally get to use
the video or audio rapes, provided you made ~n appointmentseveral weeks in advance, and arrived 15 minutes or so
early. Yes sir, those machines were yours to command for your Yi hour block. Too bad the tapes and videos were all
over an hour long., .oops, whose blunder was that.
Of course as far as pricing goes,· no one can make you feel so cheated as one that .takes advantage of you
when you are down. After paying my $I ,000.00·+ for the first time through Barbri was generous ·enough to honor
their motto and only stiff me for $395.00the second time (plus that$ l 00.00 security"deposit for books 'that magically
became a $75.00 deposit according to their books come the. end oqhe course ... surprise, surprise.)
Well, I must add that Barbri did offer, quite, uh, "generously" to "allow" rrie to take the same course a third
time, to hear those same great jokes again (ahem), for a mere $200.00. ·They told me that I should have asked for a
special rate last time ... dam, my fault again.
So here was my dilemma; do I return to the same. course and ignore the annoying professors while I worry
about my car being broken into in the "secure" parlGng (as was severaLof my friendSj and ,pay tne $200.00 or do I
be generous~nough to k.nock doWn to $700.00 for
take their Essay specialty course; a $900.00~ourse that they
me? Get that? A $.1400.00 course for $200.00 or a $900.06 for $700.00; to-me the choice was clear ... WEST BAR
REVIEW.

will

Since Barbri refused to honor their Pass or Don.' t pay policy and other, unnamed here, courses would only
give a guaranteed pass if you were a repeat with over a 160-on the M.B.E, (Now ifI scored over a 160 on the M.B.E.
would I really be taking the course again? Why, of course I would because I'm so bored with working and !just
long for those carefree student days so much that I will grasp at anything to relive .the"!. Please.), I decided I would
try the course that so many of my classmates took, who were ·alrsworn in two weeks ago, WEST BAR REVIEW.
There is obviously a reason thatthis is the only 'no strings attached' guarante~d pass or free repeat course.
Hopefully myjoyous follow up letter dated June '97 will tell you all why.
Scott H. Lind~n, J._D.
California Western School -of·taw, Class of December 1995
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frorn the editors
This month, a brand new staff attempts to take
over the helm of M~tions with this last issue of the
1997-1998 academic year.
We are pkased to introduce ourselves as: Zach
Roberts, Web Page Artist, an enigma even in cyberspace; Mike O'Connor, Advertising Representative, a
red-haired capitalist wildman; Curtis Crews, Art
Director, an incredibly gifted and aggressively cheerful
layout artist; Michelle Baker, Articles Editor, an eagleeyed editor with a flair for fashion; Dan Kaminsky,
Managing Editor, whose tenacity and dedication will
carry Motions far on the shining path to editorial greatness; and Fitz Tait, Executive Editor, and Maya Lee,
Editor-in-Chief, who will together gallantly lead the
mighty Motions editorial staff into a new era of greatness. We also hope to avoid all pitfalls.
We are all very excited about this new challenge,

even if the rest of you· may not be. The new year
beckons us, admittedly because most of us can't wait
for this year to be nothing but a fond memory.
As to next year, we have chosen as our mission the
production of a truly great law school student magazine. If not that, then we do intend to distribute a
respectable publication which each and every law student at USD will look forward to reading every month.
Our ideas aren't the most important consideration,
however. Above everything, the Motions staff invites the
students to give us ideas, advice and helpful commentary. We need you as our audience, advocates and critics. This magazine is intended to address the needs of
a student population. We thank you for your support.
And to all a good night.' Have a great summer.
Maya Lee
Fitz Tait

Mike O'Connor

WEB PAGE ARTIST
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Censorship at USO

By Dan Kaminsky

This article presents my concern .
over the recent censorship of
Motions. The last issue was recalled
by the Dean and had to be reprinted
(See VISTA, April 17, page 10). The
problem was a paragraph that men- .
tioned a successful unlawful termination suit filed against the Dean and
the University.
According to the editor, Fred
Hagen, the Dean gave him ·an ultimatum: either don't mention the lawsuit, .
or add two paragraphs that the Dean
wrote. Eventually, the Editor and the
Dean negotiated a version of the article acceptable to both. However,
due to an ov;ersight in the paste up
process, the original version was
printed. Thus, when confronted by
the Dean to recall and reprint the
issue, the Editor was faced not only
with the issue of censorship, but of
keeping his word. It is not the cen7
sorship of this particular issue, however, which irks my conscience. It is
the pronounced policy behind the
Dean's actions.
Every issue of Motions must be
submitted to the Dean's office prior
· to printing. The Dean asserts that
she has never used her review
authority for any purpose other than
enforcing USD policy to eliminate
obscenity and defamation.
Nevertheless, according to the Editor
and a past Board member, prior
objections, whether or not they escalated into an ultimatum, have not
been concerns over obscenity or
defamation but over substantive content. In my opinion, having worked
on the paper for only a short time,
there is definately a chilling effect in
the minds of the staff.
What the policy next year will be,
and how it will be enforced remains
to be seen. Hopefully ._student awareness will help eliminate what I consider a poor situation.
At first, I thought the law would
be more in Motions favor. However,
the law favors USD's right to censor
Motions. Nevertheless, I am not dissuaded from asserting wh<itt I feel is
the better moral position and educational policy.
In order to clarify the problem, I
begin with a brief outline of what I
have concluded are the few colorable
legal arguments supporting free
speech in this context. Though perhaps futile, these arguments touch
upon relevant concerns in constructing a policy-based opposition to the
schools censorship.
At the outset, a few facts need to

COMMENTAR,Y

0995). This is.so because once havbe clarified. The Motions staff is
ing chosen to fund a "public forum"
overseen by a five-member student
Board. The paper is run by the stuin which such ideas are freely
exchanged, the public university candent staff, who are compensated by a
not regulate speech within that forum
University stipend at the discretion of
the Dean. Mqtions budget is sup~
based on the "substantive content or
message it conveys." ·rd. at 2516- ·
plied mainly by advertising and partly
by university funds given in the name
2517.
The strength of USD's position
of student stipends.
lies solely in the private proprietary
It is argued that Motions is school
· rights of the school as the
sponsored. While receiving the
stipends it is arguable that the adverpublisher/sponsor of the paper. The
. owner of the New York Times has
tising income is actually work product of student "employees" and therethe final say .as to what is published.
The owner of private property generfore property of USD. The Motions
ally can exclude others from exercisoffice is also supplied by the
ing free speech on their property.
University. What is unclear is who
Neither the Supreme Court of the
owns the name "Motions." The origi· United States· nor of California has
nal name of the paper wh~n started
spoken on the issue of whether a pri· in the 1970's was The Woolsack. Why
vate university may censor a paper
and who changed the name I don't
such as Motions. However, as menknow. If the school .owns rights to
tioned, there are arguments available
·the name, the views expressed in
to someone who wished to press a
Motions are attributable to the shcool.
This is important because the school
fre.e speech claim against a private
university.
has expressed the view that they do
One argument lies within the pol~
not own the Motions equipment
(computers, etc.). This implies that,
icy that private property rights are not
absolute, and in certain circumstances
contrary to the agency notion, the
advertising income is n0t property of
give way to First and Fourteenth
USD as principle to the Motions staff
Amendment rights. These circum(the equipment was paid for out of
stances, generally, are created when
Motions accounts). If USD does not
the private property owners have ereown the equipment (advertising
. ated a "public forum." Thus, picketincome). or the name, it is difficult to
ing or handing out fliers relating to
consider the newspaper school sponemployment disputes in shopping
malls or large grocery stores has been
sored. (If so, USD could claim no
held legal even though the property
more control over Motions content
then over any other publication disis privately owned. See In re Lane,
tributed on campus.) However,
71 Cal.2d 872 (1969) (eiting Marsh v.
Afabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946),
because the office is supplied by the
Amalgamated Food Emp. Union Local school, because the school has
refused to stop supplying the stipend - 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, 391 U.S.
308 (1968), Schwartz-Torrence Inv.
in return for no prior review, and
because I don't believe anyone wants
Cor:p. v. Bakery & Confectionery
Worker's Union, 61 Cal.2d 766 (1964);
to go through the trouble of moving
the paper out of the office and offnote Logan still valid as adopted by
campus, I will concede for now, and
state even if no longer federal law,
Pruneyard Shopping Center v. Robins,
for my opinions herein, that the
447 U.S. 74 (1980)). The more a
·
paper is school sponsored.
Next, though USD is a private
property owner opens up private
school, one can argue that because
property for use by the public, the
more his/her private rights are cirstudents receive federal aid, :;ind that
cumscribed by statutory· and .constituthe school probably couldn't survive
tional rights of individuals. . Id. at
if they didn't, that it is quasi-public or
a "state actor." But this is a high
876. Baskally, property rights cannot ·
standard, and more than government
be asserted to usurp individual free
funding is required. See Rendellspeech in a public forum.
Here, we are not talking about
Baker v. Kohn, 457 U.S. 830 0982)
the use of real property as a public
(emphasis on color of authority to
forum. In my opinion the university
make particular decision/action).
.First and Fourteenth Amendment
has impliedly conceded that the
rights, as we all know, are rights .
school grounds are a public forum;
against government action. It is clear
current practice tolerates ~irtually
unlimited distribution of free speech
that if USD were public, an arm of
(The Sports and Entertainment '
state or federal government, it would
not be able to censor this particular
Journal is the prime example. This is
why Motions could not be censored if
paper as it wishes. See Rosenberger
not chooi sponsored.). What we are
v. Rector and Visitors nf the
University of Virginia, 115 S.CT. 2510
talking aqout is the forum created

within the newspaper. Motions itself
may be a quasi-public forum. It is
.accessible to the entire student body
and traditionally viewpoints have
only been limited by the discretion of
the student editor. It is a place for
the free exchange of ideas- at least
student generated ideas. The argument follows that USD has opened its
property (Motions) for quasi-public
use (that of the student body) and
therefore has a lower privacy/property interest which is trumped by the
· free speech rights of the students.
The policy favoring free exchange at
the university level may also be persuasive. See Rosenberger at 2520.
("The quality and creative power of
student intellectual life to this day
remains a vital measure of a school's
influence and attainment. For the
University, by regulati~n, to cast disapproval on particular ':'iewpoints of
its students risks the suppression of
free ·speech and creative inquiry in
one of the vital centers for the
nation's intellectual life ... ").
One cannot, however, avoid the
results ·of such a conclusion. A rule
such as this would equate the private
and public university for purposes of
free speech. This contravenes the
longstanding interpretation that the
Constitution applies only against government' action. It also may confront
other due process issues such as
denial of private property. See Bank
of Stockton v. Church of Soldiers, 44
Cal.App.4th 1623, 1627 (1996). In
sum, it seems doubtful to this student
that a free speech claim could be
maintained against USD for censorship of Motions under current law.
However, another argument can
be constructed based on contract or
estoppel. If there were a written policy (which I have not seen) which
described the function·of the paper in
terms consistent with a promise of _
free speech, there may be an express
contraet in which the students run the
paper and the school agrees not to
interfere in content. This same result
could be achieved through an .
implied promise. Evidence of such
would be supplied by tfie tradition ·
and/or practice of the shcool in not
interfering with content. · This bleeds
into some sort of estoppel argument.
The schools history of non-interference with Motions content may have
caused some reliance by the students
who run the paper. · (I include no
citations because we have all had or
currently have contracts). Unlike the
previous argument which fails in law,
these arguments are factually based.
They may be stronger, more workable theories. Though .they pose a

-Continlied on page 17
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CAREER SERVICES
"Career Services hasn't done anything for m~, but of course, i'm not
in the top 10% of the class."
This comment is common among
the graduating class,"and has sparked
many a heated conversation about
Career Services, or the lac~ thereof.
too have found myself engaged in
conversations about the way our
Career Service center operates, and
what I thought would make it better.
So, after literally hours of discussing
the subject with other classmates, I
did my own little survey and found
some common themes.
Students are generally unhappy
with the fall recruiting process.
"It is the same 20 people on aH
of the interview lists," a student comments.
One student told me that she
spoke to another 3L after that person
attended an on-campus interview.
When asked how the interview went,
the answer was "oh, I never really
wanted to work for them anyway.
was just practicing my interview
skills."
PRACTICING HER INTERVIEW
SKILLS??? Yes, at the expense of
another student who really wanted a
chance to work for this firm.
This brings up two points. First,
although the Career Services does

offer some mock interviews to l).elp
us feel comfortable with the process,
students obviously don't feel as
though the program is beneficial.
Ideally, the mock interview should
realistically imitate the mode and
atmosphere of an actual interview.
am not sure how that can be accomplished. Someone suggested that we
could ask local practitioners to help
out. There has to be a number of
USD alumni who are recruiters for
their firms and willing to help.
Second, it has been suggested
that we limit the number of interviews one student can attend during
fall recruitment. Other law schools
use a "bid" system, where each student who participates in fall recruitment is allowed, say, 5 interviews.
Another alternative is to give each
student a number of points which
they can allocat~ in any way they
wish in order to assure the interviews
they really want.
In an interview with Susan
Benson, director of career services, I
asked why USD doesn't follow this
type of pro<:;edure. I argued that this
would ·free up spaces for other students to interview. Susan told me
that she had suggested this to
recruiters from SAn Diego firms she
deals with and has had resistance to
the idea. She said that if USD had
any part in what is commonly called

and who is willing to take an hour
per week, every week, try explain
Dear Editor,
the
material in more depth? This
I've been posed with the queswas
almost too good to be true. ·
tion, "What do you think of the
My
next move was to talk with
Academic Support Program here at
the
director
of the program to find
USD?" My opipion, of course, begins .
out
what
I
needed
to do to join the
with personal experience.
group.
How
quickly
our hopes can
The first semester of law school
turn
to
dust.
I
did
not
fit the profile
is a difficult adjustment to say the
of
the
academic
support
student "in
least. Trying to adapt to a new
1
was
welcome
to
pick .u p
need."
method of teaching and a different
the
handouts,
but
was
not
welcome
mentality can weigh on-even the
hear
or
participate
in
the
five hour
to
strongest students' capabilities. Add
per
week
sessions.
all of that to a cross-country move
What does one do when they
and you end up with a pretty scared
cross
an obstacle? Well,·they keep
kid. Don't be fooled thought, this
on
going,
right? Of course! I did
kid was taking no chances. I ·
what
I
was
told and each week
explored my options and came up
checked
the
folder for handouts. I
with the perfect program to join,
did
the
worksheets
on my own, but
Academic Support.
never
knew
if
my
answers
were corMy diligence turned up former
rect.
I
wrote
thorough
answers
to
participants who did exceptional
the
practice
tests,
but
never
got
feedtheir first year, and who spoke highly
back on my writing. I took my final
of the program's benefits. Where
exams, and now, after first semester
else could you get free "tutoring" by
have been planted on my
grades
a second year student who had the
transcripts,
I am finally welcome to
same professors and got an "A" just
join
Academic
Support!
the year before? Where else would
How
do
I·
feel
about the program
you find that same second year stuUSD?
I'm
a·
bit unsure ...
here
at
dent who, in essence, makes time to
how
should
I
feel?
attend all of your classes with you
Sincerely stressed

"screening," many firms would
choose not to participate in the fall
recruiting.program at all.
"The firms want total control.
They want to do )00% of the screening themselves."
Susan is not the only one who
thinks this way. A representative for
Loyola Marymount concurred. He
said that firms want total control, .and
the smaller "second-tier" schools cannot afford to lose any law firms from
their fall recruiting program.
"We're not UCLA, who has hundreds of firms beggii:ig to be a part of
their program."
My rebuttal was that a firm
should be more willing to interview 5
students who really want to work for
them rather than interviewing 20 students, 15 of which are just practicing
their interview skills. Currently; the
system runs at not only the expense
of students, but of the interviewing
attorneys as well.
I also mentioned that I read a
hand-out from Career Services which
· listed the fall recruiters' biggest
gripes. One of the complaints was
that some of the students seemed disinterested. Another was that some
students acted as though the interviewer was doing the student a favor
by interviewing him. WELL, catch a
clue! If these are the students that
· could care less about working for

that firm, of course they are going to
seem disinterested. And if they are
there to practice their interviewing
skills, the attorney IS doing them a
favor. All in all, this is a bad reflection on all USD students. Thank you
very little.
Susan agreed that I had a good
point, but as it stands, the firms want
control over who they interview. For
some reason, she thought that a bid
system would break down the minimum requirements some of the firms
have like wanting to interview only
the top 15%. She said that if a bid
system were allowed, students who
don't meet the firm's requirements
would be able to interview nonetheless. To this I say, "hmmm." · A bid
system doesn't mean that we have to
allow any student who does not meet
the firm's minimum requirements to
sign up for an. interview. The way I
see it, the firms will make lists as
they do now, they just might not get
to interview all of those students
because the firm did not fall withing
some student's top 5 choices.
Another popular student gripe is
that Career Services doesn't seem to
effectively answer student questions.
Almost every 3L I spoke with said
they are so tired of hearing the alltoo-=common "check the binders."
told Susan that I didn't _even know

-Continued on page 9
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Third-Year Discovers the Joy ,of Raw Food
By

LAURA KAUFMAN

"My destiny is to bring raw food
to the planet," 3L David Wolfe says.
Wolfe, nicknamed "Fats Avocado,"
preaches the joy of eating uncooked
food for maximum body purity and
has self-published a book on
the subject - Nature's
First Law: The Raw
F-o od Diet. Co-written with Stephen
Arlin and Fouad
Dini, the book has
sold 3,000 copies,
Wolfe says.
The cover features
a nude photograph_of
Wolfe and his partners
climbing on an avocado tree.
The trio is not shy about declaring
that "cooked food is poison." Their
fervent prose is reminiscent of Dr.
Bronner's rantings on his liquid soap
labels.
"When you eat dead animals and
cook them, it creates negative energy
... the fear of the animal and its torture," Wolfe says. "If you take a bite
of fruit, it's pure joy and exploding
with life."
"Drug paraphernalia such as
stoves, toasters, coffee machines,
refrigerators, and ovens are futile
relics of a dead age," the book
declares. "Anyone who continues to
cling to them (sic) are like poisoned
maggots clinging to a cooked-fbod
corpse."
The book also contends that
"Overpopulation is itself a result of
cooked-food addiction because
cooked food irritates the sexual
organs. Cooked foods, ,especially
dead animal products, push people
through puberty early. The organism
constantly wants to reproduce,
because it is getting signals that it is
dying by the destroyed food coming
in."
Wolfe, who says he subsists
mainly on fruit, doesn't look the part
of a man starving for a steak. There
are no ribs poking through his chest.
At 5' 11" and 160 pounds, he retains
none of that ascetic emaciation of
say, a Mahatma Gandhi.
Still, you wonder if he doesn't
sneak a Baby Ruth bar, every once in
a while. Absolutely not, he says,
although he does reveal that corn
chips were the hardest thing to give
up.
"You can't revitalize living cells
with dead food/' . Wolfe insists, leaning forward in his easy chair with his
legs stretched out and soles touching.
"Plants are still alive." Wolfe says.
"If you pull a slimy carrot out of the

refrigerator and put it into the
ground, chances are it will grow. If
you take a carrot out and steam it,
even for one moment, it won't grow."
"A lot of people think I'm nuts,"
Wolfe confides. He pauses.
"Everybody thought Christopher
Columbus was _.r1uts. People thought
Galileo was nuts. People think
Bill Gates is nuts."
Wolfe
explains that eating
cooked food robs
people of the energy to
stay happy. "A natural
existence is so joyful.
Every day I'm having the
best day ever."
Before you think this guy
must have cracked his skull on a
contracts book consider this: Both of
Wolfe's parents are physicians. "My
mother thought at first I was crazy
and my dad didn't have an opinion."
Wolfe said. "After he had a heart
attack and stroke, things changed
awfully fast." Wolfe says his father is
now eating more raw food.
Wolfe says he saw for himself
that medicine was not doing a good
job of making people well as he
hung around his parents' office and
went on house calls with them.
"What I noticed was that people didn't get better, people got worse."
Wolfe grew up eating a standard American diet, which he
calls SAD. Wolfe used to get
Jumbo Jack hamburgers from
his uncle, who was an
executive with Food
Maker, owner of Jack In
The Box restaurants.
At the age of 10,
he eschewed any medication, including aspirin. And a few
years later after suffering digestive _
problems, he stopped eating dairy
products. Immediately, he felt better.
Wolfe vowed to read every medical
and nutrition book in his parents'
library and came across a book by a
Swiss doctor who had cured cancer
patients by making them eat raw
food.
"His results were so dramatic,"
Wolfe said, "even though the medical
industry had shunned him."
- Gradually, Wolfe became a
Vegetarian, then Vegan, and finally
two years ago, he began to subsist .
exclusively on raw foods.
Cooked food, Wolfe insists, is
divorced from our natural instincts.
Eating raw foods, he says, has boosted his energy levels, permitting him
to reduce sleep time from nine hours
to five or six hours a night.
"The reason people need coffee
1

and tea is because their body is
breaking down cooked food," Wolfe
says, "They don't have any energy
left."
Another reason for becoming a
vegetarian is "the grossly inhumane
ways animals are raised," Wolfe says,
"Billions of animals are killed every
year and it's all pointless and for our
self-destruction."
And just when you
· think you know the
guy - -he must be a
devotee of Yanni -- he
surprises you, saying
his favorjte music is
heavy metal. "It's
high energy and high
emotion," Wolfe says.
' And oddly, one of his
favorites is a group that
seems to defy every one of
Wolfe's ideals: Megadeth.
Then again, Wolfe also likes Jhe
Bee Gees, and reveals thathe sent
one of the brothers Gibb a fan letter
and got orders for four copies of his
book.
"In some ways, its easier to say
one is a raw foodist because the public generally doesn't have
preconceived ideas
about that as compared to vegetarianism
for which there. is a lot
of mental prnpaganda
attached," Wolfe says,
whipping up a batch of
fresh orange juice for a visitor.
"I can eat anything as long as it's
raw. Once you experience it, it
becomes a strong truth. I can fast
without difficulty. I have a surge of
energy all the time.
Wolfe insists that .there is no
anatomical evidence in humans to
suggest we are carnivores, pointing out a chart in the back of his
book that suggests humans are
built more like those animals that
subsist on plants. The majority of
primates are vegetarians and have
similar digestive tracts to
their more evolved
cousins, Wolfe says.
Wolfe, who holds
an bachelor's degree
in engineering from
the University of
California at Santa
·Barbara, says he
entered law schobl
at the urging of his
parents. Wolfe
also believed his
science background
would be ideal for
specializing in patents,
a career track he may

not pursue. Now he is using his science background for a purpose he
hadn't envisioned.
When he graduates in December,
Wolfe plans to build his company to
become "the world's premier source
of raw food books, audio tapes and
essays."
Wolfe and his partners have just
ordered a second run of Nature's First
Law and they will publish a second
book shortly entitled, "The Perfect
Body," by Roe Gallo. A third book
by an established natural foods
author will discuss the connection
between food and spirituality.
Wolfe has promoted the book on
radio talk shows in San Diego and
Los Angeles and preached his message at raw food expos and health
food stores.
"What I want to try to do is build
this business up so it is able to function without me being there, " Wolfe
says.
"Professor Wohlmuth's contracts class
taught me more about business than
any other class I've taken. I became
cognizant about the way business
works, what am I trying to accomplish, and what ·can come back to
bite me."
Wolfe claims that a natural food
diet brought him closer to the animal
kingdom. "Raw food puts you in
touch with natural forces you couldn't have imagined before," says
Wolfe, rubbing some of the pulp of
the orange juice onto his bare legs.
Wolfe was taking a twilight walk
with his dogs near Tecolote Canyon
when "I had this dumbfounded feeling something was watching me."
He saw what appeared to be a 65pound creature perched
atop a baseball backstop
and realized it was a
large owl.
"To see an animal
like that is rare thing,
an animal of that gigantic size," Wolfe says. He
wonders aloud if, as_
Indians beiieve, the
owl was a sorcerer that turned
itself into an animal.
A raw food
diet, says Wolfe,
"turns you back
into the natural animal that you were
and what you realize is
that humans are a
shadow of what they
once were and ...
could be."
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Drive to .your first job.interview
in the boss' car.

$750 to $L500 cMh_back.
For a

Limited time.

With Infiniti's®Certified Premier Pre-Owned progr~m for graduates~ a great
car is more affordabl~ than you might think. Because now through June 30th,
you can buy a selected Pre~Owned G20,®J30®or Q45®at an incredible price
and receive from $750 to $1,500 cash back.*
Plus with every Cei;-tified lnfiniti, you'll get all the benefits of our Total ?Wnership Experience®
program: factory-backed limited warranty,** 24-hour roadside assistance/ even a free service loan
car.tt All with a car that has passed an intensive 101-point quality inspection.
So see your local Infiniti retailer today. And start down the road to success in style.

Cl\)
For more information .c all

l-800~826.:.6500

INFINITI®

or visit us on the internet at http://www.infinitimotors.com.

©1997 lnfiniti Division of Nissan Motor Corporation U.S.A. *Up to $750 cash back on 1993-96 G20s, up to $1,000 on '93-'96 J30s, up to $1,500 on '93-'96 Q45s. Must be graduate of 3-year (RN) college program, 4-year (BS/BA) college, graduate
school (Master/Doctoral) within the last 12 months, or provide written college verification of upcoming graduation within 90 days. Must show verifiable proof of current employment or verifiable proof of a job offer and salary beginning within 90
days of purchase. Must have proof of insurance. Must lease or finance through lnfiniti Financial Service. **Certified limited warranty available up to 6 yrs./70,0_QO miles for vehicles with less than 60,000 miles from original in-service date. Above
60,000 miles, warranty is 12 months/12,000 miles from date olpurchase. t Loan car, roadside assistance, trip interruption benefits and towing assistance available during certified limited warranty period. ttLoan car subject to availability at participating
Retailer with appointment for scheduled service. Offer limited to.residents of California, Arizona, and Nevada. RETAILER SETS ACTUAL PRICE. SEE PARTICIPATING RETAILER FOR WARRANTY AND_PROGRAM DETAILS.
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By Dan Kozak
I have a few questions for the
coffee-drinking bunch amongst you.
Are you a coffoe consumer or a caf- ·
feine consumer? "What?" you say,
"how can you be one and not the
other?" "Ah, that is why take this
quiz, you must," says Yoda the great
Coffee Jedi Master. There is a huge
difference between the two. The following quiz will steer you through all
the lies and rumors and lead you
down the path of java enlightenment.

TME'

4ursT~ONS

. 1 Do you take time to st~p for a sec-

•
TME' lNS\tJE'RS

Add up all the odd numbered
questions &: give yourself l point for
ond when you buy your coffee, or do
each. Add up all the even numbered
you complete the transaction while
items and subtract 1 point from
still in motion? (For all those who.
your score for each one. If you
used to hand Doug a buck and grab ·a are using non-drug induced
cup on the way to the coffee, this
mathematics, then your score
one's for you.)
sh<?uld be in the range
between -5 and 5.
Do you hang out at the cart to
What Your Score Means
chat with whoever is around? (Chris
-5 to -3: You love coffee
Cooley excels at this.)
for its de~p, rich hearty
taste ("with a head so thick
3 ·Do you consume four or more
you could float a bottle cap on
large cups of coffee or three or more
it" .. . from a Samuel Adam's radio
shots of espresso on a daily basis?
not what you were thinkcommercial,
(Note: Sorry, a pot of coffee before
ing? Please try to concentrate on cofyou even get to USO does not count
fee for little while!). The smell of
as one very large cup of coffee ... )USt
fresh
coffee grounds, your first ti~e,
answer "yes.")
the sensation of the warm java juice
Do you dream of walking the
. hitting you lips ... right now you are
running full speed to the cart just to
forested regions of Sumatra in search
be close to your favorite flavor of cofof the perfect coffee bean?
fee . You have had coffee in all the
.
Wo~ld you take your caffeine by
major coffee producing countries, you
have seen coffee beans in their natural
IV if we gave you the option?
habitat, and you would rather die of
6 Can you tell the differene'e
thirst than stoop to drinking coffee
between the different coffees? (Or do
from 7-11.
you p~t. so much sugar and milk into
your java that they all taste relatively
-2 to -1: You drink coffee more for its
the same? Answer "yes" if the first
taste and you drink in moderation. A
part of this question. relates to you.)
"-5 to -3" friend is trying to talk you
Do you drink coffee by yourself or into taking you first coffee road trip
for a summer vacation and you are
early in the morning?
giving this serious consideration. Be
careful, however, because if you start
Are you or have you ever been a
taking the great taste of coffee for
member of the Communist party?
granted you could start slipping
Do you need-coffee before operat- toward the positive end of the spectrum.
ing a motor vehicle or heavy machin.
ery?
0: You answered "yes" for every
Would a Keith Richard's keep
question. You. not only are addicted
to caffeine, but probably crack as
you up all nigh? (Or do you drink a
~u~~rµ_£le .1?hot 9~~~~s9 .t9. h~Jp . . .
well. You missed class in grade
_·

1
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y~r'fe'rr;;iQ'J'~wn Jnw~~~g?).,.....:~~11Q91it;n';pl)'Afffi'Ca~itandta~ .

everyone else to just say No. "Yes,
my client killed Mr. Johnson." "'Yes,
he is innocent." "Yes, I do sniff glue
from time to time." You are going to
be quite a silly lawyer some day,
Drop out of law school, go home, and
give some serious thought to where
you are now and where you are headed. Saying "No" is OK (just ask any 2
year-old).
1 to 2: Like your brothers and sisters
of the same number but different sign
(-2 to -1), you are borderline. You
can still go the other way, but you
can't go both ways. Your "3-5" friends
are trying to convince you to slam
split Keith Richard's with them on
Sunday night. So far you have resist- ·
ed, but you are starting to wear down.

3 to 5: Lets face it folks, you drink ·
coffee only because you do~'t get ·'
enough sleep and you are addicted to
the warm buzz of caffeine in your syste.i:ff 1,,YBii(.&b_fiitlCC.~N; l~!:\,yrait1~r:;;i':)Jf"M

tastes like ·and you mask the taste with
everything/you can get your hands on.
You are getting a bit scared because
caffeine is starting to lose its potency.
You need more sleep. As we draw
closer to finals you are either going to
have to tone it down a bit so that you ·
can use caffeine as a study aid, or you
are going to have to move orr to bigger and badder things. You are a likely candidate to take up my challenge
(see next paragraph). If you need any
counseling you can stop by the cart
any time and we will be happy to talk
you through this fix you'v~ gotten
yourself into ...

I'm looking for a Coffee Jedi
strong enough and experienced
enough to down a_ridiculously
potent and previously
unheard of Double Keith
Richards (8 shots of espresso). I'm calling this the
"Cornholio" f~r obvious
reasons
(Cappacheeeeeeeno
- ask a. Beavis and
Butthead fan if
you are confused).
If you succeed in
drinking all eight
shots in my presence
(5 minute limit because
I want the caffeine to hit
your blood stream running) then not only will I pay
for your extremely dangerous drink
(cart value_of$5.00), but I will also
give you $5 cash to cover the cost of
a bulk package of Pepto- Bismal at
Price-Costco. I know that $5 is not
much for you motivated law students
who are looking forward to winning
huge suits, but I'm a chinser so that's ·
that.
The last stipulation of th.is challenge is that you have to come back
to the cart to check in with me so that
. I can laugh at you. This special offer
(which I am only doing once - first
come first serve basis) has a retail
value of $10 and l will print your psychological profile (which will probably
·contain a substantial history of
·masochism) in the next issue. My
·hours at the cart are MW 10-2:30.
Good luck prospective coffee jedi's .. .if
you. drink a "Cornholio" then the force
wiU truly be with you for the time it
takes your body to deal with this
·ridiculous amount of caffeine .. .
Well, that's about ~ll for this
month. I hope you enjoy yourself and .
the Sand Diego weather in spite of all
your school possibilities. Till next
.ti,me,~~~:'J!ic~·

:t."f.! \S,flt:7n&\£O l:'fmi
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''Lincoln as a Lawyer''

The 1997 Nathaniel L. Nathanson Memorial Lecture Series, John P. Frank, Speaker
By DAN KAMINSKY
Managing Editor

"The Lord Visited Springfield
once and won't come here again,"
ends a favorite anecdote of Abraham
Lincoln describing the town in
which his life was spent as a circuit
trial attorney. The population in the
1840's was somewhere around 3000
to 7500. Lincoln's law office was 20'
by 22' and was described as cluttered, with even a few fallen seeds
sprouting in the corner.
John P. Frank went on to
describe the frontier legal system in
which Abraham Lincoln practiced.
His manner was calm and experienced, his voice and tone gruff yet
refined. His own personal experience as·a lawyer and member of
legal aca_demia added a certain
intangible aura to his lecture.
John P. FraQk is a partner in
Lewis & Roca. He attended the
University of Wisconsin where he
received his M.A. and LL.B. in 1940.
He received his J.S.D. from Yale in
1947. He served as clerk to the
Honorable Hugo L. Black in the Oct.
1942 Supreme Court term. He has
been involved in over 500 appeals
in forums from -the Arizona Court of
Appeals to the United States
Supreme Court. Among his many
accomplishments are 11 publication$
on legal history and constitutional
law.
Most of us think of Abraham
Lincoln as the distinguished
President, the man whose efforts
began the downfall of slavery.

What came through loud and
But his political activities were only
a small part of his life's work. He
clear from the lecture was that
was first and foremost a trial attarLincoln had an innate ability to simney. He supported his wife and
-plify issues, to whittle down a case
family with his hometown·1aw firm.
to the core elements. He was
extremely brief and concise. He ,
Lincoln conducted thousand~ of
trials and hundreds of appeals in his
related to the jury as people and
career. It wasn't uncommon for
- allowed them to' focus on what he
Lincoln to juggle five or ten trial
-thought were the deciding factors of
matters a day. His firm handled
a case.
anywhere from 1/5 to 1/3 of all the
"He spent little time preparing a
cases arising in Springfield.
case, relative to today's standards,"
Frank described, but the body of
His areas of practice were
roughly 50% -real property matters,
Jaw was a century less mature. "His
followed by personal property mattrue gift was appealing, clear, brief
ters, divorce, criminal, and a very
presentations."
few public interest cases.
He cared little for credentials,
His income in the r-========~i\and when asked to take an
1840's was around
apprentice he respond$2,0-00/year.
ed with the thought that
Average fees
avarice of the get,
to be a lawyer, where
ranged from $2.50
but
the avarice
you read, or who with
was unimportant.
- $50 a case, $10 $100 for Illinois
of the keep ···"
Dedication and an ability to understand the materSupreme Court
appearances. $100 ';Vas an extremeial is all that is required.
Lincoln did spend _three terms
ly large fee.
"He had none of the avarice of
on the Illinois legislature and two
the get, but all the avarice of the
years in Congress prior to his
Presidency. Mr. Frank was of the
keep," Frank described.
Lincoln's net worth before his
opinion that Lincoln did little lobbying, however, although he did occaPresidency was $15,000, but $83,000
sionally represent railroads. He
after, due mostly to his $25-,000/year
salary as President. Most of his life
seemed to 'present an attitude that
was modest yet comfortable.
harbored dislike of overly political
Mr. Frank described Lincoln as
or bureaucracy systems.
"A bargain is a _bargain is a baran awkward man, physically and
gain." Lincoln was devoted to conpersonally, at the start of his career.
tract theory and the bond of a man's
However, his humorous, dignified
word. He carried these ideals over
and concise mannerisms evolved
into his Presidency and view of the
into unmistakable qualities of an
Constitution. "The Union was a
affective jurist.

an

contract, the Constitution the
agreement." Secession is a
breach, and the contract cannot be
nullified but by agreement by all the
parties. We all realize how these
stern ideals shaped the modern
United States.
Overall, the lecture was a pleasant experience. The audience,
including Professor and former
Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz,
Mrs. Nathanson, and much of the
USD law faculty, was distinguished
and added to the historic. atmosphere. Even though I could not
fight the feeling that perhaps Mr.
Frank was overly flattering and that
no man, American Hero or otherwise; could be so perfect, I cannot
fault the lecture for it. The qualities
he described were of the ideal historical figure, innocent yet intelligent, human yet moral, honest yet
successful. Abraham Lincoln is a
-great American figure, and as we
recall such models of behavior and
achievement, perhaps their qualities
should be slightly out of reach. I
came away realizing that as I aspire
to reach certain levels of knowledge,
dignity, and achievement, I am better placing my goals comparably just_
ow of reach. Becoming a modern
day Lincoln may be impossible, but
in our _continuing efforts we are all
better for the endless pursuit.
I-end as Mr. Frank ended, stating
that the qualities that made Abraham
Lincoln great were not qualities of a
lawyer or President, but qualities of
humanity and conscience, the qualities .of a good person.

Congressman discusses his policies
Bob Filner, San Diego's Jone
Democrat in the House of
Representatives, spoke at the law
school on Monday, April 21. The visit
was organized by the Association of
_ Democratic Law Students and attracted a small, but interested crowd.
Filner, a formei:_ San Diego State
University Professor, told the audience
of his progression from local school
board to city council to the United
States Congress. - He professed his
dedication to "equal opportunity in
the fields of race, ethnicity, gender
and sexual orientation." After a discussion-ef issues in front of the current Congress, Filner invited questions
from the crowd.
Students asked questions on a
variety of subjects, including partisan
policies and balancing the budg~t."'?F-\•1

The two most contentious inquiries
involved his position on same-sex
marriage and campaign reform. Filner
stated that he "has been an advocate
of nondiscrimination for gay and lesbian citizens." He further suggested
that he may support same-sex marriage in the future, but that he wasn't
willing to take it on considering the
current political situation. He also
said that reforming campaign finance
may work theoretically (each electfom
cycle Filner is forced to raise over one
million dollars), but cautioned that the
public would never accept their tax dollars being used .for this purpose.
In closing, Filner expressed
appreciation for the opportunity' to
address the student body and encouraged young educated people to voluntee~;tOO\~i~~ f~{?.!£>~~\Jf.9,~~9,a~~~W

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
You Love to Study.
You Have An Excellent Memory.
You -Are Always ReJaxed.
You Are Academically, Physically,
and Mentally Prepared For The Bar Exam.

Make It A Reality Through Self-Hypnosis.

CALL NOW! ·
298-5353

Carol Baras
Certified Hypnotheraplst
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South of the Border
By DAN l<A.\ UNSKY
Managing Editor

T

he USO School or l.."v Su rf Society
1ook a •final• break from school April
4th-6th for lheir Spring surfing rei.reat.
The trip was slipped in wilh jus1
enough time to return for e>.."affi
preparation. As usual, it began on a
Friday with a staggered carava n
galhering in the USO parking
lot. By early afremoon, lhe
campers were on lhe road
to Mexico and headed
for their own private
paradise.
A new spot was
picked for this trip, a
cozy bluff-top in
Rancho Salsipu edes, just
north of Ensenada. The
_
campsite was nestJed into
the sleep coasta l hills which
swept down on a cliff overlooking a gravel and sand cove. A small
rocky point to the south and a
sweeping coastline to the north, the
spot turned out an entertaining
break. The swell wasn'I big, but with
a surplus of longboards and adventurous spirits, the ocean activities
were excellenr.
Upon arrival, there
was just e nough lime
fo r a quick first session at the new
spot. Even with
the weathe r looming a bit overcast
and discouraging,

Cleme nt Wong led a few loya l
patro ns onto the beach. White other.
were conte nl to start the fire and
open lhe refreshments, the surfe rs
investigated the waters. The e ntire
surfing area wasn't very large , in fact
tJ1ere was only o ne major "pea k" o n
Friday, bu t we had it practicall y all
to ourselves. The cove create d a
convenient channel 10 paddl e o ut ,
and the waves were great fo r Jongboarding. The only real complaint
was a bit of wind, but by Sunday
morning, that too was gone.
At the campsite, the 1e nts we re
"pitched" and the suppl ies unloaded
Shortly after, chicken and burgers
were on the grill. As lhe eve ning
rolled around, the group sat around
the fire and acquainted themselves
wilh some ne w faces. TI1at 1s o ne of
the best fea1ures of these weeke ndsmany srude nts meet each othe r for
the fi rst time in a casual setting and
make some real frie nds. Law school
is rarely a to pic - everyone just wants
to relax and have a good time.
Unfortuna te ly, most of us rarely get
to know the people sitting around us
in class, and probably never will.
There are real personalities behi nd
some of those studio us gla res. At
least for a brief weekend some o f
them are revealed.
This trip a lot of lhe campers
decided il was a great place to bring
their dogs. The canines had free
range of the ca mpsite and beach.

'Ole y provided grea t en1e rta inme nt
for lhe group. If the dogs could talk,
they wou ld truly be tha nking their
masters. O ne in particular, Bo, made
special frie nds with a sleek, brown
Mexican Boxer. In the ir short time
togethe r they really became
"attached ." Bo will probably be
barking about his Me xican romp for
years to come.
Saturday morning started ea rly
(as usual w he n camping), but the
surf looked questionable. Wilh spots
of drizzle, a few guys were almost
ready co sc rap the surfing and hit the
bars in Ense nada . But a quick drive
up the coasr to La Fo nda prove d
fruitful. Still crumbly, lh e surf was 24 and rideable. About a doze n o f the
group hit the water. The re were a
few bumps and bruises, (es pecially
trying to co me in o n the rocks), but
the morning surf was invigorating.
Early Saturday afternoon the sun
popped out, and the weather 1urned
sunny and hot. It seemed to b ring a
bit of e ne rgy back to everyone.
Afte r lunch a nd another bil o f
surfing back at Sa lsipuedes, the::
group decidc::d to vc:: nturt: into
Enst:nada lo hit Papas & Beer.
Chuck Witha m was fa milia r with the
loca l routine a nd we were .s hortly
thanking him for his suggestio n
Two c ruise ships hit port for the
afternoon a nd the bar wa.s packed.
The music was blaring, barte nde rs
were administe ring "tequila shakers",

a nd women were literally dancing on
the t.ables, ba rs, and anywhe re the re
was roo m! Grinning fro m ear to ear
we hit the bar a nd ble nded right
in. It was a great way to
spend the afternoon.
That evening the e ntire
group went to Puerto
Nuevo fo r the traditional
lobste r din ne r. Wilh
fresh to rtill as, rice, and
beans we tried our hand
at creating lobster bu rri""
tos. Hey, it was cheap and "
good- what more do you
need?
That night we finished off most
of lhe firewood and the beer. The
s'mo res we re cooked, or created, o r
mangled, or pre pared, however you
wa nt to look at it. We slept on full
stomachs and prepared fo r lhe final
day.
Sunday morning there was lime
fo r o ne more dip in the ocea n. The
trip was mostJy over and the tents
were coming down . I tried to take a
few fina l breaths and exhale all the
strt!SS I could before re-e nt~ring the
U.S., and law school. The weekend
never seems to last long e nough. Oh
we ll , we a ll had a great
re treat. With only one
year lef1 fo r myse lf before _.!Alll~'U•'llL
e nte ring 1he working
world, I rea lly look fo rward to lhese last few
youthfu l ge1aways .
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Restructuring the Law School Curriculum
By Sammy Elmi

\

Imagine, you just graduated
from law school and you are beginning your first day on the job with a
large law firm. It's Monday morning,
and a partner comes to you with a
stack of files and says, "write a
motion for our client to dismiss the
opposing party as counsel based on
their ex parte contacts, we need it by
Tuesday." How comfortable do you
feel with your first pr~ject?
For most law students, a feeling of clarity and understanding is
probably not their first reaction.
Maybe you would feel more at ease if
you were asked to read a few cases
and be prepared to discuss the issues
involved.
This is the sentiment of many
law students as they go through law
school in preparation to become a
practicing attorney, and it is a heated debate running·through law .
schools today. What should the
focus of the law school curriculum
be? Should law schools focus on
teaching students analytical and
reasoning skills, or the practical
aspects of the law- the matters
involved in the day to day
work of a lawyer, such as
writing motions, negotiating, researching, and
effective writing?
If the objective
ot law school is to
train students to
become effective
practicing lawyers
and offer competent
legal services to their
clients, then how much emphasis
should be placed on these clinical
and practical aspects? It is a delicate
issue. Professor Sean Martin noted
that almost everyone agrees that
some emphasis on the practical
aspects of the law is necessary, but
"the difficulty is in where to draw the
line."
The concern is that the tra&·
tional law school curriculum is no
longer reflective of the needs of law
students today, and that some type of
restructuring of the program is necessary. Some feel that students are not
currently being taught enough of the
daily skills that are needed and used
by a practicing lawyer, and that too
much·emphasis is being placed on
the analytical approach to law.
To get a clearer idea of the
issues involved, examine a study by
Frances Zemans and Victor
Rosenblum of 600 actively practicing

lawyers in Chicago. When asked
what factors they considered important to the practice of law, the study
revealed that 93% of lawyers rated
"fact-gathering" as most important. In
second with 91.6%, was "capacity to
·marshal facts and order·them so that
concepts can be applied", followed
by "instilling others' confidence in
you" at 88.6% and 87.4% said "effective oral expression." Another skill
ranked as important, was "negotiating," at 78.9%. This had the highest ranking of all lawyers as the
subject given insufficient attention in law schools~ These are
the skills considered basic to
. success in the practice of law,
yet Malcom Wilkey, a United
States Circuit Judge for the
District of

approach first began to diminish in
the 19th century when Harvard
opened the first law school and
offered students an opportunity to
approach the law from a theoretical
perspective. Law schools have since
focused on teaching students the ability to reason. Professor Alexander
remarked, that this is one of the
advantages of law school, it provides
an excellent foru'm for theoretical
training, something which would be
relatively foreign to individuals
without the law school experience. Professor Alexander further notes that perhaps the
larger more sophisticated law
firms who draw from the top
of the student rankings,

substitute for it.
As a practicing lawyer Mr.
Arlidge noted that the one skill he
finds most important as a lawyer and
had the least training on in law
school was negotiations. "Most cases
don't get to trial," Mr. Arlidge mentioned, and lawyers spend much of
, their time negotiating settlements and
other issues effectively. Ironically,
there is very little emphasis placed on
negotiations in law school. For now,
it is an area of practice that has to be
acquired and developed in actual
practice.
Mr. Dennis Doucette, also an
attorney with Luce Forward, Hamilton
& Scripps, indicated that, "law school
has to teach you how to think,
and give you the basic skills",
and after law school an individual can build upon those skills in
practice. Mr. Doucette also
emphasized that there is only so
much you can learn in your
time at school. Law school,
for example, cannot teach
you every aspect of corporate law, the only way to
become an effective and
successful attorney in a
specific area of law is .
to immerse yourself
into the actual practice and learn with
experience. Mr.
Doucette, and others who work in a
large law firm have
an advantage that comes with working in an environment where there is
good training and support available
on the job. In his experience in
working in a large law firm, professor
Martin_noted ·that early on he was
given jobs suited to his level of experience and practice, and that a large
law firm was helpful in further developing his practical ·experience. In
contrast, individuals who may work
in small firms, or open their own
office, may not have this support
available, and may have a terrifying
experience of having to learn the
practical aspects of the law.on their
own, and thus at their own expense.
The logical question which
arises at this point is, which is the
best way to do things? Are we, as
participants in this traditional law
school approach, merely following inthe well settled path that has been
laid out for us, or is it time to examine the law school curriculum and
ask if it can be improved? The main
impetus for change stems from basic
economic concerns. Law firms today

PRACTICAL

Columbia, noted
in his article
"Restructuring
Law School"
that, these important factors are often
given less attention in law schools. · ·
It seems clear, as professor
Sandra Rierson noted, that "the two
sides [analytical or practical skills] are
not totally divorced form each other."
Professor Rierson jndicated that you
cannot write an effective motion for
example, if you do not have the ability to analyze and identify the legal
issues involyed in a situation. A balaiice between the two sides is important.
Professor Larry Alexander
noted that early on there was a trade
school approach to law school.
People interested in practicing law ·
would participate in an apprentice
program, and learn how to practice
in a hands on approach. This ·

want individuals who
have demonstrated an ability to
think quickly,
reason, and
resolve issues
from a theoretical perspective, "they don't expect
you t_o know the way to the court .
house." ·
Mr. Ed Arlidge, an attorney
with Luce, Forward, Hamilton &
Scripps, one of the larger firms in San
Diego, says there are benefits to the ·
practical approach but students
should be cautious. Mr. Arlidge
noted that, "there are real benefits in
getting some experience while in law
school, as to what practicing law is
all about, but it is' riot the real thing;
and the only way to learn how to
practice is to actually get out there
and do it." Mr. Arlidge further indicated that the real advantage students
.should get from law school is the
ability to learn to think and reason · ·
effectively because there is no other

1~·"
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. erable time and expense involved.
are looking for people with experiProfessor Wharton indicates that
ence, 'and are less willing to spend
more can be done to better prepare
the time and money necessary to
students. He remarked that the stugive a recent law school graduate an
dents who put in, the considerable
opportunity of a "learn as you go"
work involved in the trial advocacy
approach. Students need to look to
program for ·example, are much more
their. law school training to provide
prepared for what awaits them, "and
them with as much practical experiemployers are also amazed at how
ence as possible in order to meet the
well prepared they are."
demands of today's employers.
Professor Wharton noted that
Professor Richard Wharton
the United States has the only system
recognizes these concerns and
where an intensive practical program
believes that theoretical training is
is not a part of legal education. In
fundamental to a law student's educaEngland for example; Judge Wilkey
tion, but that more emphasi,s on
writes, "law school is not required to
preparing students for the practical
shoulder the burden of preparing the
work experience that awaits them is
lawyer for practice." The legal cur,
necessary.
riculum in England has two other
When an individual gradustages after law school. There is a
ates from law school and passes the
one year course of training offered
bar exam, he/she will receive acerby a barrister court, where there is an
tificate that says that he/she is preemphasis on drafting, opinion writpared to practice the law in any court
ing, evidence and. procedure, and
in the state; it is a certificate ·of com- _
advocacy techniques. The second
petency. "It is simply not true that
stage consists of pupilage where stuwhen you graduate and pass the bar·
dents serve and assist under a barrisyou are ready to practice- competentter. Many other countries have .simily," Professor Wharton $ays. Other
lar programs.
practicing lawyers have noted that
Due to the generous gift of
when they first began to practice,
Michael T. Thornses, a USD alumni,
there was a lot left to learn.
of $4 million, the USD law school has
Presently, this burden of bringing
an ·opportunity to expand on an
new employees up to speed is being
already solid program and become placed on the employers with consid-

one of the leaders in the nation in
preparing students with practical
experience. Mr. Thornses is devoted
to the idea that there is a definite
need for such a program today, and
of the benefits students will receive
from it. The plan is to develop a
clinical semester of law school, a
legal practicum course where there is
an emphasis on the practical application of theory.
The legal practicum course is
a six-credit course which would sim- ·
ulate small general practice.
Participants would work together and
·handle seven simulated cases·including a tort personal injury, a professional responsibility disciplinary
action, a dissolution, a contract dispute, and a morion for injunctive
relief from an employment noncompete-clause~ Participants
research
and write memorandas, draft pleadings and discovery documents, prepare representation agreements and
client billing statements, write briefs,
present oral arguments, .and partic~
ipate in mediation and arbitration,
negotiations, and settlement confere nces.
A program such as this comports with Mr. Thornses's idea that
lawyers learn by experience, and the
early stages of practice can be

·wm
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"unpleasant" if an individual is not
prepared. "A clinical program is to
provide an organized step into the
bathtub Of actual Work as a lawyer, II .
Mr. Thornses notes. He analogizes
the practicum program to a flight
simulator, where pilots practice in an
organized simulation of the flight
experience as much as possible
before the teal flight begins. Mr.
Thornses adds that a clinical program
"is designed to create a realistic
approach, a learning ,e xperience
keyed to'the-most unpredictable
aspects of practicing law." Mr.
Thornses does recognize that a clinical program is not going to solve the
problem, and prepare students for
everything that awaits them, but "at
least they can hit the ground running."
Academic and theoretical
understanding is a fundamental part
of legal training, and its importance
should not be minimized. The practical approach is not offered as a substitute or shortcut for theoretical training, but a restructured balance .
between the two would only be beneficial to sfudents. Students could
choose to develop their own
strengths, whether it is theoretical or
an expanding practical approach.
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San Diego Attorneys Start a Computer Dating Service

By DAN KAMINSKY

Managing Editor

Where were you last Saturday
night? If you weren't out on a date,
you may well have been out at a bar
or club just hoping to find one. And
if you're like most young, single people, you have long sinee realized that
rarely ·do you spark any kind of
meaningful relationship at a bar: So
where is it that singles go to meet
their mates these days? The library?
Park? Coffee Shop? Church?
That is exactly the question that
Bob, his wife Kathleen, and nephew
Michael Pasulka contemplated when they came up with their idea for
Single Scene Online (SSO). SSO is a
computer service, much like America
Online or CompuServe, that can be
accessed through the Internet, directly through a modem, or at stations in
the local area. In a nutshell it is an
electronic plaza for singles.
SSO is simple and quick and provides many features that the traditional dating services lack. Every profile
on SSO includes a picture, physical
features like height and weight,
smoking and drinking habits, past
marital status including children, and
even religion.
· "There are over 700,000· si~gles in
San Diego County," Bob Pasulka
explains, and the other dating ads
and services "are low quality and
lacking in detail."
SSO has been in operation for
over a year, with current membership
around 500. Typically men double
the number of women on the service,
explained Pasulka, so women use the
service free of charge. Men get 10
minutes free every montl!. However,
the ' rates for more time are negligible:
2 hours 'a day for 2 months runs $5.
To join, all that is required is a
copy of one's driver's license- there is
no membership fee . That's not bad
considering services like Great
Expectations can run as high as
$2,500!
"We're hoping to profit from volume ... right now we're concentrating
on just building up the business."
The service is very clean and private. There is no profanity or
pornography. Every member uses a
"handle" to identify themselves while
logged on. The main feature of SSO
is the ability to search for singles

with specific characteristics. If you're
looking for a non-smoking, 612",
brown haired college graduate, SSO
will turn out several candidates within your requirements. Members also
enjoy e-mail, chat rooms; daily news,
and games (like scrabble or chess)
that can be played over extended
periods of time at a member's leisure.
Future
plans
include a
college
scene and
teleconferencing.
"It's
basically a
numbers
game ... a
member
can cross
hundreds
of
prospects
in a short
time."

interesting is that Bob Pasulka wants
to make a clean exit from legal practice.
"It is generally unpleasant," he
describes, "I'm tired of befog an
adversary .... [here I'm] bringing people together" rather than mediating
their conflicts.
Pasulka's feelings are not unique.

Finding
compatibil~

ity in -this
. way may

Being an attorney does not necessarily mean one
has to give up on other dreams. ·
indeed be more efficient than traditional social interaction. How many
people have you met in the last year?
So will it break ~he taboo? Will it
entice those who are weary of dating
services or who are perhaps embarrassed for "resorting" to such service? ·
Well, even if it can't get everyone out
'o f .their shell, there is another reason
for USD law students to be interested
in SSO - all three owners, Bob,
Kathleen, and Michael Pasulka, are
attorneys.
Bob Pasulka has been litigating
business and real estate cases for 15
years. Kathleen Pasulka is a general
partner at Brown, Martin, Heller &
McClain, and Micheal Pasulka is in
general litigation. But what is most

I have heard many students' con·cern about their place in the legal
profession and even many express a
desire to never practice law. For
them, and for anyone who likes to
consider non-legal alternatives, Bob
Pasulka prov!des an excellent model.
After 15 years in business litigation, he "knows the requirements to
start a business." His experience
with his clients has given him a head
start on the average entrepreneur.
He has the knowledge and confidence to ,look up the law, to know
how to deal, ~nd to protect himself
and his business.
"Undercapitalizatiori is a big
issue;" he explained, "you have to
pace yourself to be in for the long

haul ... it doesn't happen overnight
.... There's no magic - brains, hard
work, and demand is all it takes .. .
I'm partly envious of my successful
clients - why shouldn't I do it?"
He also described some of the
legal issues surrounding his new
business. SSO is a general partnership. They have a written agreement
but it is simple and brief and CA law
does not require its filing. SSO is a
carrier and does not provide any type
of screening (other than requiring a
driver's license) and therefore carries
no liability or warranty for its members. Screening is done by the individual (a screening perhaps more in
depth than would occur in a bar).
SSO also lias several contracts with
other services. Pasulka explained
how nice it is not to need an attorney for every transaction. He stated
that he would initially handle any litigation that might arise regarding the
business, at least until it got beyond
the point of settlement. Pasulka's
understanding and independence in
all of these issues illustrate the entrepreneurial value of a solid legal education.
Pasulka is currently occupying
only 10% of his work time w ith legal
practice, the rest is poured into SSO.
Kathleen and Michael Pasulka currently plan to remain as practicing attorneys.
For those who may
wish to only practice
law for a short period of time, or who
solely wish their
legal education to
be yet another tool
in there belt, Bob
Pasulka shows that it is possible, that
there is life after law school. Being
an attorney does not necessarily
mean-one has to give up on other
dreams.
If you wish to try Single Scene
Online, either as a guest or a member, the website is http://www.singlescene.com, the modem number
is 268-8904, and the local station
sites are: Downtown, Caffe Italia,
1704 India St.; Hillcrest, Euphoria
Cafe, 1045 University Ave; and
Kearny Mesa, New Orleans Cafe,
7710 Balboa Ave. SSO is also offering free membership until June 30th
for all USD students. Happy hunting.
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Morris to Replace .
Strachan a,s Dean

For His Third Time in Three Decades
'
Professor Grant Morris Will
Serve as Interim Dean.
By Curtis Crews
Art Director

Professor Grant H. Morris is once again
the interim Dean of the law school for the 199798 school year. Morris replaces Dean Kristine
Strachan who is leaving at the end of the current
semester.
Professor Morris, a member of the USD
law faculty since 1973, teaches Torts, Law and
Mental Disorder, and Mental Health Law Clinic.
Morris is also a clinical profe~sor in the

Department of Psychiatry at University of
California, San Diego School of Medicine. Morris
holds a]. D. degree ffom Syracuse University
and an L.L.M. from Harvard.
Professor Morris has served as acting
dea_n on two prior occasions, first during 197778 and again in 1988-89. According to Vice President and Provost Francis Lazarus, a search
committee will be formed to select a permanent
dean.

Who Says Love and Law School Don't Mix?
USD Alumni Build a Life Together A/fer Law School
By Dina Davalle

_/

USD alumni Jodi Doucette, of
the Oceanside City Attorney's Office
and Dennis Doucette, of Luce,
Forward, Hamilton & Scripps, met
each other at a law school party while
still attending USD.
"It was convenient dating
each other," Jodi said, "because 'we
were stressed at the same time and
could study together. And when I
took the bar, Dennis understood
exactly what I was going through."
Dennis and Jodi were both
extremely involved in law school.
Jodi was an editor and staff writer for
USD's law school newspaper, The
Woolsack. During her first summer, ·
she studied International Law and
Civil Procedure through the Oxford
program. She also was a law clerk at
Higgs, Fletcher & Mack and an intern
at the Court of Appeals. During her
second-year summer, Jodi worked for
the United States Department of
Justice.
Dennis was a San Diego Law
Review articles editor, an intern at the
Center for Public Interest and participated in Moot Court. Dennis worked
for Luce Forward during his second
year law school summer, a position he
obtained through on-campus interviews. Both Dennis and Jodi played
. co-rec softball for the law school. ·
"We got engaged in Jodi's
third year of law school, then we got
married after graduation and after Jodi
passed the bar," Dennis said.

Recognizing that there are
only so many jobs to go around,
Dennis and Jodi offered some helpful
advice for law school students. Their
recommendations included getting
good grades; being involved in net- ,
working groups; and obtaining lots of
internships.
"Take the best professors you
can take. Law school teaches you
how to think and analyze like a
lawyer, " Dennis said. "In practice,
you have to give your clients solutions. You can't just identify the
issues, your clients want their problems, solved."
"The most important thing is
to network. One way to make good
connections is through jobs or internJodi and Dennis Doucette (left to right) share a momentary view.
ships. Another option is to become
involved in clubs," Jodi added.
Both Dennis and Jodi really
Commerce, a member of the National
Dennis works around 50-60 hours per
seem to enjoy their work.
Association of Bond Lawyers, and is a
week
and
brings
home
legal
journals
"I really enjoy having my own
member of the Ca.lifornia Association
to read. At the end of Dennis' sixth
cases from start to finish," Jodi said.
of Municipal Finance Officers.
year
at
the
Luce
firm,
he
was
offered
"Plus the nature of the cases I
With three kids, two law
encounter at the City Attorney's Office a partnership. With his new position
careers, and a myriad of community
came
a
lot
more
responsibility
and
is very interesting."
activities, one wonders how the
involvement in client relations.
- As a specialist in corporate
Doucettes juggle -everything so sucOutside
of
their
jobs,
Dennis
finance, Dennis enjoys "Working with
cessfully.
and
Jodi
are
involved
in
a
multitude
many different clients in different
"We just hope that my trials
industries ·and helping them meet their · of other activities. Just a few of Jodi's
aren't happening when his big deals
positions
have
included
a
position
on
business objectives." Dennis has a
are coming down," says Jodi. "We try
the Board of Directors of Lawyers
_Masters degree in economics that
to balance each other and spend a lot
Club,
the
Board
of
Directors
of
Law
undoubtedly helps him in this field.
School Alumni, and the Civil Litigation of time on the weekends ·just catching
Both Dennis and Jodi had
up. We also have a lot of help-Chair of the North County Bar
trouble thinking of anything they didincluding a nanny, a housekeeper,
Association.
n't like about their chosen field. Jodi
and_a gardener."
Dennis is on the Board of the
works about 40 hours per week and
1
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A Woman's Perspective

Five Things I Wish I had Known when I Entered the Professional World
by

LYNNE COOI.EY

life are quite distinct from those
senior in age. Think about your pro_.
fessional image and what hobbies
you would pla~e on a resume. ·
Those are the ones to talk about at

BAKER

I began working at age 12 in my
family's commercial construction business, learning the basics (show up on
time, be clean, work when present).
In 1985, I went to work in Colorado
for a national firm annually ranked in
the top 25 nationwide in volume. I
next worked for a large reg!onal
builder based in Irvine. Construction
engineering is at least as tough as the

Be a producer, not a support person and you ensure employment and
income. Eventually, this will mean
bringing clients in. To find them,
participate in targeted client professional associations and learn to network with all. As years go by, work
will come your way.
Office hierarchy can be rough
and tumble. If it feels like somebody
is baiting you, USE HUMOR. (Retort:
Wouldn' t your mother be proud of
you at this moment). You are not
likely to run into sexual harassment
in today's climate, but you will eventually be offended somehow. Don't
take it personally, it has more to do
with them than it does with you. If
someone make£ an offensive remark,
USE HUMOR or simply leave the
room. Don't try to reform them or
change them, just vote with your feet.
At some point in time you will be
forced to work closely with someone
you detest. They likely will have
more power than you. To come
through with more than an enemy,
identify the one business or "j:JC5tlac~i""

iII'Ilm

2. The office is not primarily il ~: -_: :~,:._.: ,'·l
social place. Don't expect it can
g,..J:,.;l.-.:l.tl:rnmmDI
perform that function in your life
in any healthy way.
3. Men like to work with intelliDon't divulge your personal life
gent women who are fun. That
at work. Especially if you are young
doesn't mean you can ever be one
aiW.)s~ngl~ ~llie"e~etlls lh'

y5\J¥ s'oc1~'r ' · '

of'ffie'l>oys without tosing'paffitS.'

Ladies can fight dirty but still may
not talk dirty. Manners and
demeanor are important. Don't initiate off-color commentary or tell dirty
jokes. It is o.k. to laugh (see sense
of humor).
Think of the term "partner" literally. The men who would vote you
in must trust you enough to be professionally successful and an ethical,
team player within the firm. Your
work must be good AND you have to
fit in. I do think you should be natural, as your comfort level is essential

When dressing for success, a simple professional "uniform" is a good
idea and less expensive in the long
run. By unifo; m, I mean the way
you think of well-dressed men when
they show up every day: dark suit,
starched shirt, silk tie, quality shoes
in good repair. Women have a few
more options, but shouldn't take
many of them. Buy fewer pieces of
quality classic clothing aµd rotate it.
Dark suits, professional blouses, classic shoes, the business dress. Show
your individuality through good quality .jewelry (not too much and no jangling bracelets) or scarves.
Fit and quality are very important.
If clothes are too tight or too big,
your body looks bigger. Shop the traditional wear stores (Talbots, Brooks
Brothers, Nordstrom classiques) for
styles (and sales). Spend time and
try things on to recognize great fit
and fabric. You can often purchase
similars at the Rack, Marshalls, Ross
etc. Don't wear too many different
things or waste. your money on
trendy styles, sav12 these for the
weekend. Buy traditional wear of
good quality and it will last ten to
twenty years. When you show up
looking "suited up" for the game, you
show you are a member of the team.
Co-workers ignore the clothes and
concentrate on your work. This is
your goal. Friday casual still requires
though( an(fno jeans (t'.iniesS'senicir \'
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partners do). Think creased slacks
and blazers and starched shirts.
Grooming is important. You are
likely to work long hours and find
yourself rising one morning with no
time to get ready and deadlines on .
your mind. Either get a ten minute
wash-and-wear hair cut or plan ahead
and discover a professional looking
hairstyle you can create in ten minutes with dirty hair and gel (like
slicked ponytails or french twists).
This preparation will save you when
reality sets in. Never wear shoes that
are run down. Find a shoe repair
shop, they can work miracles for
pennies. Don't wear too much
makeup or heavy base as fluorescent
workplace lighting is unforgiving. No
makeup is a new option which some
people can carry off and others can't.
Your married co-workers don't care
and are used to naked faces, just
don't appear looking unkempt. Keep
spare pantyhose at your·office, in a
file drawer with toothpaste, hair gel,
etc. Change runs for meetings and
presentations.
If you are going to spea:k before
an audience, they will scrutinize
everything. Double check your nails

MOTIONS

(trim, clean), shoes·(shined), use hair
. spray (even though I hate it) or
something to make sure your hair..
will not be in your face while you
speak. Button your jacket.
Finally, when you buy clothing
for work, sit down irl. front of a mirror, bend over and check out the
· views top and bottom. Make sure
you can actually work comfortably.

5. Keep a balance to continue to
enjoy your work. Exercise to
relieve stress.
By definition, law students have
ambition. It is easy to work long
hours. Don't confuse presence with
production. To maintain your longterm ability to produce good work,
remember that we all have four basic
needs to balance; physical, rational,
emotional and spiritual. In our culture it is easy to ·conc_e ntrate on the
rational and omit the others but it
will make you qazy.
Sitting long hours in an office will
fry you over time. Get out; if you
don't take lunch at least take a tenminute walking break to rev up the
brain cells again. Swinging the arms

Censorship, continued from page 4

difficult .task of proof, they are very
plausible and pose greater consideration for both the University a!1d/or
the zealous student advocate.
Legal issues aside, I believe the
proper inquiry in this case should not
be adversarial in nature, but should
comprise the needs of all those
involved. The question we should
ask ourselves is not what does USO
legally have to do, but what, as an
instrument for higher learning, is the
best educational policy? Unless we
conclude that Motions should be
nothing more than USD's advocate, a
'house rag' , this censorship is counterproductive. What do the students
gain by being fed lolly-pop flavored·
information? Does this serve any
educational purpose? Is this a constructive use of your tuition?
A student newspaper can foster
healthy debate. It can create greater
student interaction and participation
in school related activities. It can
teach the value of current awareness.
It also provides added opportunities
· for students to learn journalism, to
enhance their writing skills, or to simply have a voice in the crowd. A law
school, or any other school, does not
teach solely by substantive considerations in the classroom. It is a whole
environment, a community. This censorship policy steels a part of that; it
eliminates controversy and advocates
conformity. It contradicts my better
sense of democratic society. It _
inhibits our learning environment.
Whatever menial benefit is gaineci by
the school's or administrators' publicity

!~ ,~y£s~~~~~~Hr .9~~7,i!9~~~· ~X}~~r: 1

losses amongst the student body.
P~actically speaking, censorship
of Motions is counterproductive. The ·
method by which this, or any other
paper, achieves its value to the
schooH_~ by. providing information,
by partic~pating in the 'search for
truth.' . Fo'r this, independence is
essen.tial. Control by the administration would effectively elimin,ate
objective articles that involve USO . or
any other unapproved content. The
school .is always s~lf interested. Bad
publicity,· however slight, in the eyes
of a business always equals some
possible future loss of revenue.
Ignoring the educational benefits, it
would simply be bad business for
USO to create its own bad press.
The Dean has tried to get the
SBA take control of Motions. This
method is .to achieve the same ends
of control. Here also there is a sel.finterest consideration. Even if SBA
was somewhat independent from the
university (which I do not concede),
what if someone wan~ed to write an
article on the .SBA itself- perhaps on
why every ·member seems to end up
with a free bar-passers course and
seems awfully self- rather than student body- interested? Do you think .
you would hear about it?
Furthermore, this limited speech .
is inherently hypocritical. From the
outset of our attendance at USO, we
are told that we are the 'cream of the
crop' and that everyone attending is
academically well above average.
Aren't these the satne people who are
reading the paper? Well then, aren't

w:,,~~~tb~.S[~elv~A<f}~ t.~,f...}l'11<J!r·1u
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while you walk affects the .cer~bral
row, finish a draft today. If someone
cortex and stimulates clear thinking.
asks you how long it will take you to
Physical exercise of any kind reduces
do something, consider the question
stress and tension and gives your
carefully and double it. If you can't
body an outlet for the natural adrena- · make a deadline, cancel your personlin 'o f this profession. Too many
al life (but not your exercise) until it
attorneys burn out or turn to sub"
is done. If you can see you won't
stance abuse because they did not
make a deadline, ask for help. Never
care for their bodies. Those senior to
be apologetic about your work. If
you see it as a sign of mental health
you make a mistake; acknowledge it
to have a habit of exercise. Find
and forget it. Everyone has weak~
something you can do and schedule
nesses. Don't dwell on yours, just
it like it was a client. Take the stairs
discover them and COII}pensate for
on a regular, basis or make a habit of
them. Spend time planning your
parking far away from your errands.
deadlines and your priorities.
Build in activity in your routine. If
Communicate about your workload
you need the discipline of others,
in an informal way (e-mail, notes).
sign up for a class. This advice goes
Write down verbatim any instructions
three times for trial lawyers. The ~en
others give. What makes little sense
sion is triple and opportunities fewer.
at the beginning 'o f an assignment
For spiritual balance, I advocate
takes on greater import after you are
daily prayer or meditation, but find
into it. Learn to say no when you
that simply getting out in nature has
are committed elsewhere. Finally,
a spiritually healing force. You can
writing styles are very individual.
read philosophy, even if its your
Dis~over what your superiors want
page~a-day calendar with coffee in
and give it to them.
·
the morning . . You need to find what
Whether you join a firm, go into
brings you peace.
corporate life or a related field, these
T~ be proud of your work, check
ideas are offered only to enhance
everything three times before you
your power and support your sucturn it in. If the deadline is tomorcess .. Good luck!
truth? Aren't we capable of objective
cy currently stands, the fox is in
reasoning, of forming our own opincharge of the chickens.
ions? Or, are we so incapable of ·
Another possible concern is with
dealing with reality that our rjnkythe quality of the paper. It would be
dink paper needs to be censored?
hard to believe that the students
This policy ignores the power of . would be incapable of providing
public opinion. The Motions staff is
acceptable quality. Furthermore, this
not insulated from the student body.
concern is not met through censorThey are not rogue, tabloid monsters
ship, but by oversight and instruction.
without any fear of negative feed-'
One cannot change quality by simply
back. In my opinion, recognition of
getting out the red pen and omitting
student reaction and desire for
unpleasantries.
respectability are adequate factors in
Finally, the school may have a
themselves to guard against any con~
legitimate _concern in its function .
cerns the school may have regarding
Certain articles may conceiy;ibly b,e
Motions content. This paternalism is
inappropriate in that they disrupt the
simply insulting.
progress and performance of the
There are obviously legitimate
school. Our legal education is of
concerns on the school's behalf.
utmost and primary·importance.
USO cou.ld be liable in defamation for
What we need for this rarely occuractions of the Motions staff. But an
ring concern are some articulated
un-checked censorship right vested in
guidelines that balance educational
the Dean is hardly the answer to this
needs with free speech. An unreconcern. First of all, we are law stustricted, unilateral censorship policy is
dents- it-·doesn't seem totally crazy to
total overkill.
assume that the Motions staff could
We pave our own notions of
police that interest. Going one step
what_law school should be: But it is
further, the school could simply prodoubtful that these views include a
vide the relevant law and instruction
place for suppressed thought. A law
to the staff to insure its security; the
school is a place where we realize
school should show faith in its own
the genesis and scope of civil rights;
product - the students. Another more
where student debate and where
controlled alternative woulq-be an
public policy is fostered without inhiindependent faculty coml]littee.
bition, where we expect our thoughts
Neither the Dean nor anyone else is
to grow and to be encouraged, apd _
capable of being totally objective
where, mixed into this grand experiwhen editing an article about themment, bureaucracy should be hushed.
selves. Though the aura of self interA censorship policy stands in stark
est relative to USO may persist, at
contrast to these principles. The curleast with an uninte~ested faculty
rent policy is founded in hasty judgecommittee one would hope to get a
ment and worthy of immediate reconmore neutral viewooint. As the f,?Olisicieration.
, ,
· - . '-.
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"No Talent" Show

e~ceeds

expectations

Billed as the "No Talent" Show, this year's
spectacle actually proved that there is some talent
floating around the corridors. Bob Karwin was
the MC, and he gave a glimpse of the outstand- ·
ing stand-up comedian he once was. Bob
proved that he is the all round entertainer by
playing some original songs later in the show.
· Stand out performances were also seen in the
persons of Jenny Root, Jen Kurian, J.C. Wilmore,
Zach Pelchat (playing his drunken self), Erica
McFarquhar, Dan Tandon, Matt Denham, John
Hong, Tammy Tukloff, and Todd Wight. Sorry
Todd the rest of the sketch was ... well .. . long.
The highlight of the show was Mark Davis
playing Dean Strachan. Accompanied by Jon
Cohen on guitar, he sang a touching version of
"Don't Cry for Me, I'm Christina" to the-tune of
"Don't Cry for Me Argentina" from EVITA. Mark
was brilliant as he bid farewell to the adoring law
students assembled below him as he stood on the balcony of the Casa Rosada. Not a dry eye
was left in the house as· he raised a wine glass to photo by Paul Devine
the sky and bid adieu in song. Word has it the
Soundtrack has alr~ady gone platinum in Norway. Jon Cohen and Johf!- Hong croon like nightingales.

Lou KERIG CRIMINAL

LAw MooT

COURT COMPETITION

FIRST PIACE: JENNIFER K~
SECOND PIACE:

Loru SEIZER

THIRD PIACE: DAVID ANET

FOURTH PIACE: BARRY SHELTON
BEST BRIEF--PETITIONER: MICHELLE WINSPUR
BEST BRIEF:--RESPONDENT: DAVID ANET .
BEST 0RALIST: GRETCHEN REIMERT

WINTERS COMPETITION
WINNERS
FIRST PIAcE: JACK BALDERSON
SECOND PIACE: KERRY WAI.LIS

THIRD PIACE: ANDREA STEINORTH
FOURTH PIACE: JAMES GERGURICH

San Diego Law Review
Congratulations to the following First-year students who
have become provisional members of the San Diego
Review by being in the top 5% of their class at the end of
the fall 1996 semester:

Law.

Ms. Erin Bosman
Mr. Anthony Chandler
Mr. Donovan Collier
Mr. David Conroy
Ms. Dina Davalle
Mr. Robert Hicks
Mr. Matthew Hi11man
Ms. Sarah Kalish

Mr. Patrick Keran
Ms. Natalie Maniaci
Ms. Elizabeth Markey
Mr. James Miller
Ms. Erica Olson
Mr. Robert Polin
·Ms. Rebecca Robinson
Mr. Michael Whittaker

photo by Paul Devine

Mark Davis as Dean Strachan.

SBA Officers,

1997~98

·President
Matt DenhamTreasurer
Todd Davidson ·
Co-Secretaries
Chris Brown Jenny Root
Day Vice President
Jennifer Kurian
Evening Vice President
Amanda Doerrer
3L Day Representatives
Bonnie Benitez
Anne Bickel
Vanessa Hanselman
3L Evening Representative
Dan Owens
··2L Day Representatives
Pamela Chow
Rebecca Feldman
. Kerry Wallis
2L Evening Reprsentative
J.B. Scranton HONOR COURT
Curtis Ross, Cbief Justice
Luke Nguyen
Dina Davalle
Tom Sullivan, Preliminary Examiner
Nancy Murphy, First Alternate
Mark Stenson, .s econd Alternate
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By Benton Moore

The USD Soccer Club began its third season in the
San Diego County Bar League in style. The club is proud
to announce bar/bri as its sole corporate sponsor. Also,
the core members of the squad won the Intramural
Championship a few days before the opener. When
Philip Zinn opened the season with an early goal against
the defending champions, it. seemed USD's winning rampage would continue. But when the home team tinkered
with its personnel, the lead escaped and so did t he
_
game.
The second match brought a well-deserved victory, as ---·
USD dominated the "Henchmen" 3-0. Scoring for USD's
"Reservoir Dogs" were German wunder-star Philip Zinn,
IL phenom Arme_n Mitilian and el capitan Ben Moore.
Mark Aldrich and Jon Cohen split time in the net to earn
the shutout.
·
Members of the USD Soccer Club are: (back row le/1 to right) Edson McClellan, Jim
With a core of crafty veterans (hacks) and new
Ballard,
Scott Lasalle, Mark_Aldrich, J. Hugh Cohen, Alexis Gutierrez, Ben Moor-e,
international signings (ringers), the squad is aiming for
Sammy
Elmi,
Devin Andriesen, James Dalession, (front row ·le/1 to right) Dan.Park,
the championship in August. USD takes on prima donnas
Brian
Biatz,
Philip
Zinn, Lance Blundell, Armen ·Matilian and Andy Schwab. Not piCGray, Cary on May 3 and old Rivals Cal Western on May
10.

tured are Rudy Perrino, Jim Hall and Alex Handy.

1

SBA Board·Enthusiastic About Next Year
By Matt Denham and the Board
SBA President

As the new Board we are enthusiastic about the upcoming year. We
already have several ideas that we
would like to implement in the 19971998 year. Of course, we are always
looking for input from the rest of the
student body. Feel free to stop by the
SBA office (or anywhe_re you see us)
and tell us how you feel--good and
bad. Some of our ideas are:
1) The evening students always
seem end up missing out on many
events over the course of the school

year. We propose that the clubs be
more user-friendly by having more
events in the evening. The evening
Representative and Vice Pres!9ent will
work to implement. this program.
2) We would also ' lik~ to open
committee assignments to all students,
not just to SBA members who attend
the regular Wednesday meetings.
3) Nexy year, we will be posting
the agenda and the minutes for the
SBA meetings in the first floor lobby.
This way, the students will be aware
o"f the issued we discuss as a board.
We will also attempt to increase

awareness of all student events.
4) We understand that finding a
job in the San Diego area is difficult;
therefore, we propose to implement
more mentor/mentee programs with
attorneys in the area. We will work
with the Alumni Association and the
Lawyer's Club. Also, we would like to
have clubs be more involved in the
local legal community.
5) We were very excited about
the great success of the Halloween
and Marti Gras parties this year. We
will further these 'successes by
increasing_ safety at these events. We _

would like to have safe drivers and/or
shuttles to drive people who had a little too much fun home.
Remember.... we will need volunteers!
6) We will ·continue to bitch about
parking forever... and ever... and
ever... even though it won't make a
damned bit of difference.
Prepare to be involved next year!
We will need volunteers who will
work to execute all of the ideas that
we have and that you have. Have a
great summer! We will see you next
year (unless we find you to volunteer
for something s~oner!).

By Benton Moore

USD sent its fearless leaders to the
year's final ABA Convention in March.
Luckily for this year's representatives,
the convention ~as hosted by the
University of Hawaii Law School.
Despite tempting tropical surroundings, ABA Representative Benton
Moore and SBA President Mark Davis
donned their suits and fulfilled their
duties, includingd grueling, full-day
meetings with other school leade_rs to
plan the future of the Ninth Circuit.
Moore and Davis were treated to an
authentic Hawaiian luau and a lovely
ABA pen and pencil set.
Along for his first taste of ABA
procedure and inter-school politics
was SBA Secretary Danesh Tandon, a
candidate for Ninth Circuit Governor.

Live at the beach!

The Sur/Rider Apartments

Hawaii:an diplomats: Benton
Moore, Dirk Gustafson, Ninth
Circuit Governor, Dan Tandon
and Mark Davis.
Although Tandon did not win the
close race for Governor, he campaigned with the same energy and
dignity that has distinguished him at
USD. Aaron Lubley, from Loyola, is
the next Ninth Circuit Governor.

Now accepting applications for 97-98 school year.
All two bedroom, two bathroom furnished apartments.
Carport parking and extra parking available.
On-site Laundry room.
Seeking quiet, responsible tennants who won't throw beer cans at the
neighbors!
Fair prices. On-site management.
Call 488-1395 or see pictures on the Internet www.Jawsurf.com/surfrider

·

E-mail at danar@acusd edu
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